Addendum # 2

Contract Number: AA15-PR-5006 REBID

Title: Civil/Site/Transportation

The attention of the bidders submitting proposals for AA15-PR-5006 REBID is called to the following addendum to the specifications and drawings. The items set forth herein, whether of omission, addition, substitution, or clarifications, are all to be included in and form a part of the proposal submitted.

NOTE: The number of this Addendum (2) must be referenced on the proposal.

Item 1: Question: Will Umass considered submittals where the Asbestos Project Designer is contracted directly to Umass, rather than to the Prime Consultant?

Answer: The Asbestos Project Designer shall be carried as a subcontractor to the Prime Consultant.

End of Addendum # 2

By: John O. Martin
Director of Procurement